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Abstract-A top-gate p-channel polycrystalline thin film tran- 
sistor (TFT) has been fabricated using the polycrystalline silicon 
(poly-Si) film as-deposited by ultrahigh vacuum chemical vapor 
deposition (UHV/CVD) and polished by chemical mechanic& 
polishing (CMP). In this process, long-term recrystallization in 
channel films is not needed. A maximum field effect mobility of 58 
cm2N-s, OWOFF current ratio of 1.1 lo7, and threshold voltage 
of -0.54 V were obtained. The characteristics are not poor. In 
this work, therefore, we have demonstrated a new method to 
fabricate poly-Si TFT’s. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
OLYCRYSTALLINE silicon (poly-Si) thin film transis- 
tors (TFT’s) are widely used in various applications, such 

as three-dimensional (3-D) integrated circuits [ 11, image sen- 
sors [2], and active matrix liquid crystal displays (AMLCD’s) 
[3]. Recent advances in poly-Si TFT’s have spurred a great 
deal of interest because fabrication of poly-Si TFT’s on glass 
is a potential approach for AMLCD manufacturing. Poly- 
Si TFT’s provide a much higher carrier mobility than the 
amorphous silicon (a-Si) ones due to the fine film crystallinity, 
thus leading to faster switching speed and higher current 
driving capability. Unfortunately, the high-temperature and 
larger thermal budget processes encountered in conventional 
growth techniques of poly-Si films refrain from deposition on 
cheap glasses and restrict the development in this application. 
Therefore, it is essential to develop a low-temperature and 
low thermal budget process without compromising the device 
performance. In order to meet this requirement, lengthy re- 
crystallization treatment is often used, which may seriously 
affect the throughput of fabrication. Recently, it was found 
that the deposition at reduced pressures can obtain poly-Si 
below 550°C [4]-[6]. This finding makes fabricating poly-Si 
TFT’s at low-temperature and low thermal budget possible. 
Conventional gate oxide is still grown at high temperature, 
but high quality low-temperature oxide had been demonstrated 
by several papers [7]-[9]. Therefore, this work indicates the 
feasibility of using low temperature grown poly-Si for future 
full low temperature TFT fabrication process. 
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Fig. 1. AFM micrographs of (a) the unpolished poly-Si film has a surface 
roughness of 9.0 nm, and (b) the polished poly-Si film has a surface roughness 
of 3.6 nm. 

11. EXPERIMENT 
In this work, we propose and demonstrate a new ap- 

proach for fabricating poly-Si TFT’ s. This approach utilizes 
an undoped poly-Si film to form the channel. An ultrahigh 
vacuum chemical vapor deposition (UHVKVD) system was 
employed to prepare the poly film followed by chemical 
mechanical polishing (CMP). These techniques feature an 
ultraclean growth environment, the reduced deposition pres- 
sures (-1 mTorr), and planarization technology. The CMP 
system was used to reduce the surface roughness of poly-Si 
films. In our previous works [5], [6] ,  we have shown that 
UHVKVD can deposit high quality fine-grain poly-Si films 
at temperatures below 550°C without further recrystalline 
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Fig. 2. Vpical drain current versus gate voltage of the polished and unpol- 
ished poly-Si TFT with a channel length of 20 pm and a channel width of 
100 pm. 

TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF THE TFT CHARACTERISTICS SHOWN IN FIG 2 AND FIG 3 

treatment, which is hard to achieve with the conventional 
low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) processes. 
Therefore, the low-temperature poly-Si TFT is possible been 
fabricated by UHV/CVD. However, the drawback is the larger 
surface roughness inheres in these films[8], which inhibits 
the top-gate structure from fabricating self-aligned TFT's. 
Utilizing CMP to polish UHV/CVD deposited poly films, the 
surface roughness can be reduced and fabricating top-gate 
self-aligned TFT's at low temperature is possible. 

In this study, a 150-mm silicon wafer coated with 300 
nm-thick thermal grown oxide layer was used as the starting 
materials. An 160-nm thick and 120-nm thick undoped poly- 
Si films for polishing and comparison, respectively, were 
deposited on the thermal oxide by UHV/CVD at 550°C The 
undoped poly-Si was employed as the channel layer and its 
grain size was around 80 nm, as measured by the transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM). The 160-nm-thick poly-Si film 
was polished down to 120 nm by CMP. The uniformity of the 
poly thickness across 1.50-mm wafer before and after polishing 
are all within 10%. Then these films were defined by a 
photomask and patterned by plasma etching for the active area 
island, which have a thickness of 120 nm. A 30-nm thick gate 
oxide was then thermally grown at 850°C on the channel as 
the gate dielectric. After these steps, a 300-nm thick undoped 
poly-Si was deposited by UHV/CVD at 550°C as the gate 
material, which was also defined by a photomask patterning 
and by plasma etching. The gate-electrode and source/drain 
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Fig. 3 .  
with and without NH3 plasma treatment. 

The comparison of (a) unpolished and (h) polished poly-Si TFT's 

regions were doped by boron implantation at a energy of 20 
keV and a dose of 3 x 1015 cm-2. After implantation, a 550°C 
anneal was given at N2 ambient for 1 h. The resistivity is 
around 3 m k m .  The 200-nm thick oxide passivation-layer 
was deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 
(PECVD) system at 300°C. Finally, contact hole definition and 
A1 metalization was performed. After these processes, a NH3 
plasma treatment was given. 

111. DISCUSSION 

The roughnesses of the poly film observed by atomic force 
microscope (AFM) were shown in Fig. l(a) and Fig. l(b) 
for unpolished and polished ones, respectively. We found 
that the RMS surface roughness of the poly film had been 
dramatically reduced from 9.0 nm to 3.7 nm after polishing. 
Typical transfer curves are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Fig. 2 
illustrates the I-V Characteristics of polished and unpolished 
devices with a channel length of 20 pm and a width of 100 
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pm. For the polished device, ION is around 500 pA (at the 
gate voltage, Vq = -15 V), IOFF is around 300 pA (at the 
drain current is minimum), and ION/IOFF z 1.5 x lo6. The 
subthreshold swing is 0.4.5 V/decade and threshold voltage 
is -4.2 V. However, the characteristics of unpolished device 
is very poor. The greatly improved transistor characteristics 
were not only due to the improvement in mobility, but also 
the significantly reduced gate leakage current due to reduction 
of surface roughness which degrades the ON current and 
also OFF characteristics. In addition, the oxidation ambient 
can slightly alter the morphology of the film, which also 
enhances the gate leakage current in unpolished devices. 
Fig. 3(a) shows the transfer curves of unpolished TFT’s with 
and without NH3 treatment, which has a maximum field 
effect mobility 7.5 cm2N.s even if NHs plasma treatment. 
Fig. 3(b) shows the transfer curves of polished TFT’s with 
and without NH3 treatment, which has a maximum field 
effect mobility 58 cm2N.s after NH3 plasma treatment. More 
device characteristics were summarized in Table I. A detailed 
investigation and improvement of the device performance is 
underway, and will be presented in the near future. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In summary, we have developed a new process for fabri- 
cating poly-Si TFT’s using UHV/CVD and CMP techniques 
and demonstrated the performance. Our results reveal that the 
usage of these techniques on the device fabrication would 
be a possible approach to reach low-temperature, low ther- 
mal budget, and high throughput process steps. To further 
improve the device performance, developing high quality 
low-temperature oxides are essential to obtain the real low 
temperature processed devices. 
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